
A N O V E R V I E W



Three hundred years of heritage.

Ethical farming, the health of the 
soil and the people who work it.

Artistic endeavour and absolute 
care in the crafting of our wines.

This is what matters to us.



WINE REGIONS OF THE WESTERN CAPE



CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

Spier is one of the founding members of the Stellenbosch Wine Route. Situated only 

40km from Cape Town and less than 20 minutes from the airport, Spier is the perfect 

base for tourists that want to explore the Cape winelands and peninsula.



FAMILY OWNED

Owned by the Enthoven family since 1993, Spier is one of  the oldest 

wine farms in Stellenbosch, dating back to 1692. 

Spier Wine Farm made its first wines in the early 1700's, and the first 

Spier branded wine was made in 1971. 



OVER 320 YEARS OF HERITAGE

Few farmsteads display the wealth and variety of  gables as found at Spier. 

There are 21 in total – more than any other wine farm in the Cape – and 

the oldest, a Hobol gable dated 1767, is on the cellar behind the Manor 

House. The farm was bought by the current owners in 1993.  Although 

Spier’s buildings were in a state of  decay, the family felt compelled to 

preserve and develop them. 



STATE OF THE ART WINE CELLAR



SELECTIVE SOURCING PHILOSOPHY

Spier owns three vineyards sites: Spier farm, Helderberg and 

Nooitgedacht totalling almost 200 hectares. We also have long term 

contracts with 24 specialist growers. 

Cellar master Frans K. Smit's philosophy is founded on years of  research 

and selective sourcing from the Cape’s richest winelands, regions and 

blocks – sources that we know and trust to yield exceptional harvests. 



SPIER WINES – MILLION TREES 

Chenin Blanc    Sauvignon Blanc Cabernet Sauvignon Pinotage



SPIER WINES – TRUE TO TERROIR

Chardonnay Cabernet Sauvignon



FARM TO TABLE RESTAURANTS

In addition to our healthy 

vineyards, Spier has extensive 

tracts of  land that are farmed using 

biodynamic principles. Animals, 

including cattle, chickens and pigs, 

are raised on pastures and 

contribute to the fertility of  the 

soil. 

Our organic vegetable garden supplies 

a broad variety of  crops. The ethically 

produced meat and vegetables are 

used in our farm-to-table eating 

experiences in the preparation of  

wholesome dishes and picnics.



SPIER HOTEL

Village-style buildings, lush green lawns and spacious rooms situated next 

to the calming Eerste River are the defining characteristics of  the 4-star

Spier hotel. 153 rooms are clustered around six private courtyards, each 

with its own swimming pool. The design is reminiscent of  the Bo-Kaap 

or Mediterranean villages where pedestrians have right of  way.



RECYCLE 100% OF OUR WATER

In 2007, Spier installed a pioneering centralised wastewater treatment plant, which 

recycles 100% of Spier’s wastewater, treats it using only environmentally friendly 

methodology, and the clean water is then used to irrigate the garden and grounds. 

Combining both cleansing and ‘healing’ techniques to bring life and energy back to the 

water, the plant was the first of its kind in South Africa. The water goes through a 

process in the bio-reactor to be cleaned, then passes through a reed bed into a pond 

where it is driven through a number of ‘flow forms’ before being transported to the 

nearby irrigation dam. It is believed that this process calms the water and helps it 

return to its more harmonious state. It would take a river 350 kilometers to purify 

what the wastewater treatment plant can do in one day. 



PROMOTING A BIODIVERSE ENVIRONMENT

A major focus is the regeneration of soil fertility; this is achieved through 

methods such as high-density grazing and nutrient rich organic compost. 

Aiming to be as natural as possible, we avoid using harmful chemical 

fertilisers or pesticides. A selection of our crops are farmed with biodynamic 

farming and we encourage closed loop living. 

We are actively promoting a 

biodiverse environment by:

Reconstructing our Renosterveld.

Re-establishing our natural wetlands.

Eliminating all invasive alien plants.

Clearing river corridors.

Planting over 1000 indigenous trees.

Committing the most biodiverse 

portions of our land into 

conservation.



COMPOSTING SITE FOR ORGANIC WASTE



RECYCLING & SORTING 97% OF SOLID WASTE



GROWING FOR GOOD LEARNING INITIATIVES

With Spier Growing For Good initiatives, we invest in learning 

that empowers our communities to make a positive social and 

environmental change.



SUPPORTING THE ARTS

The three-year Spier Arts Academy Apprenticeship Programme develops master 

artisan skills in the mediums of  ceramics and mosaic. Founded in 2009, the first 

mosaic class graduated in 2011 while the ceramic apprentices began training in 

2015. There is an intake of  roughly 30 apprentices per year.

Spier has established a number 

of  initiatives that have greatly 

impacted both the performing 

and visual arts in South Africa 

since 1996.  The Spier Art 

Collection is one of  the most 

extensive collections of  

contemporary South African 

art in the country. Artworks are 

displayed in Spier’s buildings, 

meeting rooms and spaces of  

the Spier Hotel. 



TREE-PRENEURS

Tree-preneurs empowers 

over 100 people from some 

of  the Cape’s poorest 

communities with the 

opportunity to change their 

lives. Ranging in age from 5 

to 93, Tree-preneurs are 

taught how to care for 

indigenous trees and plants. 

They are given seedlings to 

nurture; once these have 

reached 30cm, they can be 

exchanged for vouchers for 

food, clothing, agricultural 

goods, tools, bicycles and 

educational support.

In 2009 Spier teamed up with Wildlands to 

launch Tree-preneurs in the Western Cape, 

providing it with a base on the farm from which 

to operate, as well as free water and electricity.



CREATING MICRO ENTERPRISES

Since 2004, Spier has been working on an enterprise development approach, which 

aims to empower people to run their own companies.  Spier offers mentoring, and 

help with procuring, finance and facilities, as well as guaranteeing contracts to a 

certain value to enable the entrepreneurs to get their businesses up and running.  In 

return, Spier is also meeting its supply chain goals by supporting small, black-owned, 

local businesses.  Some initiatives also enable Spier to cut costs. Through this process, 

a laundry has been established, as well as a transport company and a bottle reworks 

business.



BUSINESS WITH INTEGRITY

Being strongly focused on 

sustainability, we do 

business with integrity, 

respect and fairness: Spier 

was, in fact, the first South 

African winery to be 

accredited by WIETA, 

South Africa’s Wine 

Industry  Ethical Trade 

Association



INTEGRATED PRODUCTION OF WINE (IPW) 

Voluntary environmental sustainability scheme 

established by the South African wine industry in 

1998. 

Falls under the jurisdiction of  the Wine and 

Spirit Board (WSB)

Buyers are guaranteed:

– grape production was undertaken with due 

consideration of  the environment, 

– the wine was produced in an 

environmentally responsible manner 

– and is safe for the consumer.

IPW guidelines specifying: 

– good agricultural practices related to grape 

production (farm component)

– good manufacturing practices related to 

wine production (winery component) 

– good manufacturing practices  related to 

packaging activities (bottling activities). 



BIODIVERSITY IN WINE INITIATIVE (BWI)

Spier is a Champion Member

Pioneering partnership between wine 

industry and conservation sector.

Its mandate is to: 

– Protect our natural habitat. 

– Encourages wine producers to 

farm sustainably 

– Promote the Cape’s abundant 

diversity in their wines.

BWI GOALS

1.Conserving natural areas of  outstanding 

conservation value.

2.Promoting sustainable agricultural practices to 

maintain living and productive landscapes.



WINE INDUSTRY ETHICAL TRADE ASSOCIATION  

(WIETA)

• Spier was the 1st winery in SA to 

receive WIETA accreditation

• Spier employs a specialist 

consultant to support our 

producers and farmers in obtaining 

their ethical certification with 

WIETA.

• If  Spier achieves its goal of  getting 

all its farmers and producers 

ethically certified by February 2015, 

Spier will be the first major 

producer to label all its wine with 

the WIETA ethical seal in SA.

WIETA is a not-for-profit, voluntary 

association committed to the 

promotion of  ethical trade in this 

sector. WIETA has a strategic 

partnership with farm worker 

organisations and labour unions 

working in the sector.



THANK YOU


